BALPEX 2022 PALMARES

Jury
Chair – Ron Lesher, Maryland
Akthem Al-Manaseer, California
Bob Meegan, New York
Ray Pietruszka, Alabama

Grand: Leonard Hartmann: The Lithographed Stamps of the Confederate States of America

Reserve Grand: Louis Caprario: Pre-Prohibition United States Beer Stamps 1866-1919

Single Frame Grand: Richard Taschenberg: The 30c Nesbitt Envelopes of 1865 – Unrecognized Rarity

AAPE Award of Honor (1): Dickson Preston: US Army Post Offices in Greenland 1941-1945


AAPE Creativity Award: Robert Benninghoff: Postcards from Portugal

AAPE Award of Excellence (Treatment): Brian Callan: Cork Postal History to 1900

American Philatelic Congress Award: James Cate: Confederate Military Mail – Chattanooga 1862-1864

APS pre-1900 Medal of Excellence: Daniel Ryterband: The American Civil War: The Anaconda Plan

APS 1900-1940 Medal of Excellence: Robert Benninghoff: The Collection of Postage Due Fees in Ireland 1914-1925


APS Research Medal: Leonard Hartmann: The Lithographed Stamps of the Confederate States of America

ATA Award: Charles Ekstrom III: Out of the Water Closet – the Evolution of the Flushing Toilet

Postal History Society Award: Brian Callan: Cork Postal History to 1900

UPSS Marcus White Award: Dennis Jackson: Hawaii Postal Cards to Germany
United States Philatelic Classics Society Medal: Leonard Hartmann: The Lithographed Stamps of the Confederate States of America

United States Stamp Society Statue of Freedom Award: Louis Caprario: Pre-Prohibition United States Beer Stamps 1866-1919

WE Sterling Achievement Award: Carroll Browne: The History of the Fire Service in the United States of America: From the Colonial Period to the Modern Era

Baltimore Philatelic Society Awards:


BPS Ed Ruckle Memorial Award: Mark Schwartz: Independent Mail and Express Company Operations at Boston 1843-45

BPS Award: Norman Cohen: The Use of the US 1894 Postage Due Designed Stamps to 1944

One of My Favorites, (single page) class: Most Popular Exhibit
Robert Toal: An Unassuming Postcard has Historical Significance

Civil War Philatelic Society Award:

Civil War Philatelic Society Trophy: Leonard Hartmann: The Lithographed Stamps of the Confederate States of America

President’s Trophy: Scott Steward: U.S. Domestically Mailed Circulars from 1845-1863

Civil War Philatelic Society Trustees' Research Trophy: Daniel Ryterband: The American Civil War: The Anaconda Plan

The Generals Award: Clifford Alexander: CSA 2c Rates and Fees

Jack E. Molesworth Award: Wayne Farley: Harpers Ferry - The Civil War Era

Robert A. Siegel Memorial Awards (2): (1) Michael O'Reilly: Huntsville, Alabama Confederate Postal History; and (2) Larry Baum: Richmond, VA Thru 1865 An AD Cover Study of its Commerce

Conrad L. Bush Award: James Cate: Confederate Military Mail – Chattanooga 1862-1864
Eire Philatelic Association

Reserve Grand Single Frame: Richard Taschenberg: The 10c US Envelopes of 1870-1874

Best Gold Grand Multi Fame Award: John Hotchner: Mail to and from American Prisoners of War, During and After the Korean War

Best Gold Single Frame Award: Scott Steward: U.S. Domestically Mailed Circulars from 1845-1863

Best Two Frame Award: Larry Nix: Melvil Dewey – American Library Pioneer & Social Reformer
Large Gold

Multi-Frame

Leonard Hartmann: The Lithographed Stamps of the Confederate States of America
Louis Caprario: Pre-Prohibition United States Beer Stamps 1866-1919
Richard Wilson: Dominion of Canada Law Stamps
Norman Cohen: The Use of the US 1894 Postage Due Designed Stamps to 1944
Mark Schwartz: Independent Mail and Express Company Operations at Boston 1843-45
Brian Callan: Cork Postal History to 1900
Daniel Ryterband: The American Civil War: The Anaconda Plan

Single Frame

James Cate: Confederate Military Mail – Chattanooga 1862-1864
Mark Schwartz: The Postal History of Gloucester Mass and its Environs to 1851
Richard Taschenberg: The 10c US Envelopes of 1870-1874
Richard Taschenberg: The 30c Nesbitt Envelopes of 1865-Unrecognized Rarity
Clifford Alexander: CSA 2c Rates and Fees

Gold

Multi-Frame

Brian Warren: Irish Variable Value Stamps
Dennis Jackson: Hawaii Postal Cards to Germany
John Hotchner: Mail to and From American Prisoners of War, During and After the Korean War
Larry Baum: Richmond, VA Thru 1865 An AD Cover Study of its Commerce

Single Frame

Jerry Johnson: U. S. Circular Mail, 1845-1863
Robert Benninghoff: Ireland 1814: Civil Unrest in Ireland Results in a Great War in Europe with Germany
Robert Benninghoff: The Collection of Postage Due Fees in Ireland 1914-1925
Scott Steward: U.S. Domestically Mailed Circulars from 1845-1863
Wayne Farley: Harpers Ferry – The Civil War Era
Large Vermell

Multi-Frame

Clarence Stillions: Machine Slogan Postmarks of the Washington DC Post Office
Dickson Preston: US Army Post Offices in Greenland 1941-1945
Bob Myers: UPU British Commonwealth and Empire Protected Specimen Stamps 1884-1948
Larry Nix: Melvil Dewey – American Library Pioneer & Social Reformer
Timothy Gale: Evolution of the Holocaust in Holland

Single Frame

Clarence Stillions: Washington DC's First Duplex Postal Markings: Hand Struck or Machine Applied
Charles Ekstrom III: Out of the Water Closet – The Evolution of the Flushing Toilet
Robert Toll: Origins of American Postcards: The Lipman Postal Cards and Other Forerunners
Robert Toll: The Graphic Company Postcards of 1880 and Postal Order No. 31

Vermeil

Multi-Frame

Carroll Browne: The History of the Fire Service in the United States of America: From the Colonial Period to the Modern Era

Single Frame

Michael O'Reilly: Huntsville, Alabama Confederate Postal History

Large Silver

Multi-Frame

Bruce Petersen: Norway Under German Occupation 1940-1945
Robert Benninghoff: Postcards from Portugal
Norman Cohen: The Great Picasso, His Paintings, His World
Martin Tatuch: Provisional Postage Stamps of Kyiv, Ukraine 1992-1993
Philip Leber: Western Union Launches the Communications Age 1835-1975

Single Frame

Brian Callan: Argentina 1897 Picture Postal Stationery Specimens

Silver:

Jaime Bendidoff: Official Shai Designs of the Israeli Jewish National Fund